ORNILUX ®

BIRD PROTECTION GLASS

HELLABRUNN ZOO, MUNICH
AN EXAMPLE OF ANIMAL FRIENDLY GLASS ARCHITECTURE
The Hellabrunn Zoo near Munich is Germany’s

Until recently, simple bird silhouette stickers

first geo-zoo and is dedicated to the long

were often used on windows – even in zoos – in

term welfare of its animals. The zoo’s concept

an attempt to minimize bird strikes.

is designed to provide animals with a living environment that is as natural as possible.

However, the use of these silhouettes is now
recognized to be ineffective, there fore the Hel-

The zoo is located in the Isarauen Nature Re-

labrunn Zoo decided in favor of an innovative,

serve and because of the many wild Kingfisher

effective, and architecturally elegant solution

birds inhabiting this area, the subject of bird

that offers nearly unrestricted views of the

strike protection played a major role in the

exhibit, ORNILUX mikado Bird Protection Glass

architectural design and construction of the

from Arnold Glas.

new polar bear enclosure. An estimated 250,000
birds are killed every day in Europe due to
collisions with glass surfaces.

ORNILUX, THE FIRST SCIENTIFICALLY TESTED BIRD PROTECTION GLASS
Knowing that birds possess the ability to see
light in the ultraviolet spectrum, Arnold Glas
has developed ORNILUX mikado. The glass has a
patterned UV reflective coating making it visible
to birds while maintaining transparency to the
human eye.
ORNILUX glass was developed and tested in
cooperation with leading scientists from the
Max Planck Institute for Ornithology and has
proved to significantly reduce bird strikes.

ENDORSED BY ENVIRONMENTAL AND WILDLIFE ORGANIZATIONS
Due to the scientifically proven effectiveness of
this glass and its contribution to animal conservation, the German Environmental Protection
Association (Naturschutzbund Deutschland,
NABU) as well as the National Bird Conservation
Society (Landesbund für Vogelschutz, LBV) have
formed a partnership with Arnold Glas.

The polar bear enclosure
was finished in the fall
of 2010, after only a one
year construction phase.
The polar bears, Joghi and
Giovanna, have been living
in their new home since
August. The glass facade,
separating visitors from
the polar bears covers
477 sqm.
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